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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to consider the consequences of the following: 
HYPOTHESIS I. (i) F*(C(t)) = O,(C(t)), for all involutions t. 
(ii) W < P E Syl,(G), W elementary. 
(iii) W weakly closed in P with respect to G. 
(iv) j WI =8. 
Lemma 2.1 shows that G is of characteristic 2-type. Thus, F*(K) = O,(K), 
for any 2-local K. Here, F* denotes the generalized Fitting subgroup introduced 
by Bender. Hypothesis I(iii) means that Wg < P only when Wg = W. We will 
establish the following result 
THEOREM A. Assume Hypothesis I. Then, one of the following holds: 
(i) / W: W n O,(G)1 < 2 
(ii) W 4 Oa(G) 
(iii) F*(G) = (WC) N L,(8), U,(8), Sz(8), or A, . 
Recall that A, -,&(2). There are two choices for W. One is transvections 
with same line, and the other is transvections with the same hyperplane. In 
any of the four groups of A(iii) we have that W* is totally fused. Inspection 
of the automorphism groups of these four leads to a number of easy corollaries. 
Assume G satisfies Hypothesis I(i), (ii), (iii). If / W i = 2 then Glauberman’s 
Z*-theorem [4] applies. It does not require I(i). The case 1 W / = 4 has been 
treated by J. Hall [9] (without assuming I(i)). Goldschmidt’s result [5] applies 
whenever W < Z(P) with no restriction on 1 W 1 and also without I(i). The 
case 1 WI = 8 and j W n Z(P)1 = 4 was treated in [3] without I(i) and also 
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with various replacements. Information about the case 1 W 1 = 16 may be 
obtained from the present result. However, the analysis may become more 
difficult since among the known groups satisfying this hypothesis we have 
L(16), u,(16), h(4), -h(2), Ma, 7 Mz,, M,, . The present result is primarily 
possible because of the complete and exact nature of the result when [ W 1 = 4. 
Before investigating I W / = 16 one needs more detailed information in the 
case of Conclusion A(i). 
The proof of Theorem A may be outlined as follows. Goldschmidt [SJ allows 
us to assume that W 4 Z(P). Glauberman [4] and Hall [9] give that most 
often W 4 C(X), for all x E W#. Timmesfeld [lo] completes the analysis in 
these cases. Ninety percent of the proof deals with those few instances that 
W + C(X). Various fusion arguments then either allow us to show that transfer 
is non-trivial or to quote Gorenstein-Lyons [8]. 
All groups considered are finite and our notation is standard and may be 
found in [7]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We first demonstrate that Hypothesis I insures that G is of characteristic 
2-type. The proof below is basically part of a lemma in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be agroup satisjying Hypothesis I. Then, F*(K) = O,(K), 
for all 2-local subgroups of G. 
Proof. The existence of W gives that SCN,(2) # ia. Gorenstein [6] shows 
that any 2-local K is 2-constrained. Thus, F*(K) = F(K). We will complete 
the proof by demonstrating that O(K) = 1. Let K = N(Q),’ Q non-trivial 
2-group. Let 1 # z E !J,(Z(Q)) and set C = C(z). Note that O(K)Q = 
O(K) x Q < C(z) = C. Let R = O,(C) and R, = C,(Q). Note that 
[O(K), R,] < O(K) n R = 1 (as R, < K). The Thompson A x B lemma 
now yields that [O(K), R] = 1. Th us, O(K) < C,(R) < R by Hypothesis I(i). 
Hence, O(K) = 1. 1 
The next lemma allows future arguments to terminate once it is known 
that O,(G) # 1. It is also often used inside 2-locals of G. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume Hypothesis I and O,(G) # 1. Then, O,(G) = F*(G) 
and j W: W n O,(G)1 < 2. 
Proof. Lemma2.1 gives thatF*(G) = O,(G). Assume / W: Wn O,(G)1 > 2. 
Then, [W, O,(G)] < Wn O,(G) has order at most 2. Thus, / W : C,(O,(G))I < 2. 
But C,(O,(G)) < O,(G) yields a contradiction. 4
The following consequences of Hypothesis I will be used frequently without 
reference. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Assume Hypothesis I. Then, 
(a) W is weakly closed (w.r.t. G) in any 2-group containing it. 
(b) Two elements of C(W) conjugate in G are also conjugate in N(W). 
(c) Either F*(G) = O,(G) or F*(G) is simple. 
The next result follows from Goldschmidt’s strongly closed abelian result. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume Hypothesis I and W 6 Z(P). Then, either 
(i) W 4 G or 
(ii) G’ = 02’(G) = F*(G) *L,(8), U,(8), OY &z(8). 
Proof. Since W is weakly closed in P with respect o G, it is strongly closed 
(as W < Z(P)). Also O(G) = 1. Goldschmidt [5] yields that either W 4 G 
or (WC) -L,(8), U,(8), Sz(8). Th ese last three groups are the only charac- 
teristic 2-type groups on Goldschmidt’s list with a strongly closed 8-group. 
Our previous remarks show that F*(G) = (WC) in this latter case. G’ = 
02’(G) = F*(G) f o 11 ows from well-known properties of the automorphisms of 
these groups. 1 
Since W ,< C = C(X)/(X), for all x E W#, we are in a sort of inductive 
situation with / W 1 = 4. The next two results are of extreme importance 
and are contained in J. Hall’s paper [9]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume V is an elementary 4-group weakly closed in P with 
respect to G, P E Syl,(G). A ssume O(G) = 1. Then, one of the follow& holds: 
(i) V Q G. 
(ii) V+ not fused and (Vc) !X PGL,(q), q E &3(8). 
(iii) V+ fused and V strongly closed and ( VG) E U,(4), OIL,(q), q = f3(8), 
4 b 5. 
(iv) V# fused and V < D !z D, strongly closed and ( Vc) cu A, , or 
L,(q), q = *9(16). 
This result has the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Assumeparts (i), (ii), (iii) ofHypothesis I and that 1 W 1 = 4. 
Then, one of the following holds: 
(i) W 4 G. 
(ii) F*(G) tl&(5), L,(7), -b(9), or u&4). 
(iii) <WC) = PGL,(3) N S, . 
Recall that L,(5) ‘v L,(4) ‘V A, , L,(7) N L,(2), and L,(9) N A,. Also, 
A, is not of characteristic 2-type. 
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The main goal of our proof is to verify the hypothesis of Timmesfeld’s 
result [lo]. This next lemma gives a sufficient condition. 
LEMMA 2.7. Assume parts (ii) and (iii) of Hypothesis I. Also, assume that 
W <I C(x), for all x E W#. Then, W is weakly closed in C(x), for all x E W#. 
Proof. Assume Wr < C(x). There is a c E C(x) such that Wand WBc lie in the 
same Sylow group. Thus, W = WQc and g E N(W) since c E C(X) < I?(W). 1 
The next result is fundamental and appears in [lo]. Lemma 2.9 gives a 
reading of this result under our Hypothesis I. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let W be an elementary 2-group. Assume that W is weakly 
closed in C(x), for all x E We. Assume O,(G) = O(G) = 1. ThenF*(G) = (WC) 
is simple and one of the following holds: 
(i) / W / = 4 and F*(G) ‘v A, , A, , A, , L,(2), or U,(4). 
(ii) j W j = 8 andF*(G) -L,(8), U,(8), 8x(8), A,, or A,. 
(iii) / W 1 = 16 andF*(G) AL,, U,(16),L,(4),L5(2), Ms, , Ma3 , Mz4 . 
(iv) 1 W / = 2”” > 32 and F*(G) ‘v Ln+l(2m), UJ27, SZ(~“~) (when 
nm odd). 
LEMMA 2.9. Assume Hypothesis I and that W 4 C(x), for all x E W#. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) O,(G) # 1. 
(ii) F*(G) = (WC) EL,(S), U,(8), J%(8), or A,. 
Proof. Hypothesis I gives that O(G) = 1. If we assume that O,(G) = 1 
then Lemma 2.7 shows that the assumptions of Lemma 2.8 are satisfied. We
finish by observing that A, is not of characteristic 2-type, since the centralizer 
of (12)(34) has an A, component. m 
In some instances when W 43 C(x) for some x E W#, we are fortunate nough 
to be able to show that all 2-locals are solvable. The result of Gorenstein- 
Lyons [8] is then used in the form of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. IO. Assume Hypothesis I and that all 2-local subgroups are solvable. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(4 O,(G) # 1. 
(ii) F*(G) = ~54% U,(8), S@), 449). 
Proof. Quoting [8] directly gives that when O,(G) = 1 we have F*(G) N 
-Uq), 4 > 3, s42”), %(2”), A, , M,, > L,(3), U,(3), 2F,(2)‘. Then, G is iso- 
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morphic to a subgroup of Aut(F*(G)) satisfying Hypothesis I. The Tits group 
2F,(2)’ is eliminated by the Sylow 2-structure (see [2]). A, , and M,, are not 
characteristic 2-type. For p even, only L2(8) satisfies Hypothesis I. Clearly, 
S.a(8), U,(8) are the only ones of their type to satisfy Hypothesis I. The Sylow 
2-group of Aut(La(3)) has no normal 8 groups. For q odd only a group containing 
L,(9)(0) satisfies Hypothesis I, where (T is the involutionary field automorphism 
(see [9]), One can eliminate Aut(Ua(3)) d irectly or see that it would arise in 
the last configuration considered in Section 3. But it is shown there that 
W# n U,(3) would have 2 non-fused involution. 1 
LEMMA 2.11. Assume Hypothesis I and that N(W) is solvable. Then, any 
2-local K containing W is solvable. 
Proof. Lemma 2.2 gives I W : W n O,(K)] < 2 since O,(K) = F*(K) by 
Lemma 2.1. The Z*-theorem gives W<Z*(K mod O,(K)). Since N(O,(K) W) < 
N(W), a Frattini argument yields that K = O,,,,(K)(K n N(W)). Hence, K is 
solvable. 1 
In some troublesome circumstances we are able to compute enough fusion 
to allow the use of transfer esults. The second result below is fairly standard 
and loosely states that transfer of an involution is controlled by extremal 
conjugates. It is originally due to Goldschmidt. The first result below follows 
from the recent work of Yoshida [ 1 I] an is ui e well suited to weakly closed d q t 
subgroups. The statement below is only a special case of his Theorem 4.5. 
It allows the transfer of non-involutions-hence its importance. 
LEMMA 2.12. Assume W is weakly closed in a Sylow p-group P with respect 
to G. Then, P n G’ = (P n N( W)‘)(x-lxg / x E W, xg E P>. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let t2 = 1 f t E P E SyI,(G). Let V denote the usual transfer 
into P/P’. Let t, ,..., t, (n odd) be representatives of those P-classes of extremal 
conjugates of t (i.e. Cp(ti) E Syl,(C(t,))). Then, V(t) = n ti (mod P’). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Assume G satisfies Hypothesis I. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 will be used without 
reference. Thus, any subcase will be considered finished if we obtain O,(G) # 1. 
Moreover, whenever W is contained in a 2-local K we will have 1 W: W n 
O,(K)1 d 2. 
Recall that Lemma 2.4 gives: 
W < Z(P) => (i) W 4 G or (ii) F*(G) N L,(8), U,(8), Sz(8). (3.1) 
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Henceforth we assume W 4 Z(P) an wefixwE W-Z(P)andxE[W,P]#n d 
Z(P). We first reat he case that N(W) induces no further fusion on W. 
[W, N(W)] = (z> 3 O,(G) # 1. (3.2) 
Proof. Assume / W n Z(P)1 = 4. Let P n Q be any Sylow intersection 
containing Z(P). Then, w E P n Q yields N(P n Q) < N(W). Alperin [l] 
gives that wG n P = wNfW) = {w, wz}. Lemma 2.5 gives that either O,(G) # 1 
or L = (wc) ‘v PGL,(q), q = &3(8). For q > 5 we obtain that F*(G) _N L,(q) 
and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(L) = PI’L,(q), q = f3(8). However, 
none of these satisfy Hypothesis I. Thus, q = 3, (w”) ‘v S, and O,(G) # 1. 
Thus, we may assume that W n Z(P) = (z). Let W = (w,y, z). Our 
basic assumption gives that yNtW) = {y, yz}. Thus, 1 N(W) : C(W)[ = 4. 
Lemma 2.9 shows that it will suffice to show that W 4 C(x) for all x E W#. 
Cluim. W Q C(z). 
Proof. Set C = C(z)/(z). Note that w < Z(p). Thus, w is strongly 
closed in p with respect to C. Also, W, 9, Wy are mutually non-fused and 
O(C) = 1. Glauberman’s Z*-theorem gives W 4 c. 1 
Since @(@‘) = {x, xz}, for all x E W - (z}, it suffices tonow show W Q C(w). 
(The same argument would apply to any w E W - (z)). Set C = C(w), 
S = C,(w). Thus, I P : S / = 2 and S E Syl,(C(w)) since w is not fused to 
an element of Z(P) - N(W) controls fusion in C(W). An application fAlperin’s 
theorem (in C) gives that yc n S = {y, yz}. Lemma 2.5 and Hypothesis I(i) 
give that either (y, z> Q C (thus, W 4 C) or L, = (yc) N PGL,(3) N S, . 
We must now deal with this last configuration. Set C, = C(w) n C(L,). So, 
C(w) = c, x L, . Also, S = S, x T, , where S, = S n C, and T, = 
S n L, z D, , with Z(T,) = (z). Likewise S = S,, x T,, with Z(T,,) = 
(z). Thus, S = S,, x T,, by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. Now S,, acts on 
L, ‘v S, , centralizes a Sylow 2-group. Hence, S,, induces at most the inner 
automorphisms associated with Z(T,). But S, # S,, , since wz E S,, and 
2i.J.x I s,, . Thus, 1 S, : S, n S,, 1 = 2. Set P,, = S, n S,, , and H = P/P,, .
Thus, S = (a) x T, and P = S(y), for some y E P - S. 
Claim. If 7 is an involution, then O,(G) # 1. 
Proof. We know 7: a --f ~3 and may assume that 7: p + 7. Let Tm = 
{ 7, a), with a2 = I. If 7: a-+ 5% then we reach the contradiction that 
7% c -+ a,%?. Thus, 7: a-+ amod( Replacing y by yy if needed we may 
assume that y: a+ a. Since T,T,, cv T,T,, 4 P we have T, < C(y). 
Thus, x E C,(y)‘. Let A = C,(y) and B = C,(6), where 6 is an extremal 
conjugate of y. We may assume that yg = 6 and Ag < B. Then, xg E [As, As] f 
P’ < C(W). Thus, zg E zNcW) = z. Hence, g E C(z) < N(W). Thus, 6 = 
yg = y mod C(W). Thus all extremal conjugates of y lie in the same coset 
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mod C’,(W). Lemma 2.13 shows that there is a subgroup G,, with G =m G&j 
and 1 G : G,, I = 2 and C,(w) E SyI,(G,). Replacing G, P, W by G, , CP(w), 
W the first paragraph of 3.2 now gives O,(G,) # I. 1 
The following completes the proof of 3.2. 
Claim. If P - S has no involutions then O,(G) # 1. 
Proof. Note that P n N(W)’ < P n C(W) < S. Also, l&(P) < 5’. Lemma 
2.12 gives the existence of a subgroup Go < G with 1 G : G,, , = 2 and 
SE Syl,(G,,). The first paragraph of 3.2 now gives O,(G,,) # 1 with P, w 
replaced by S, y. 1 
[W, P] = (z) = W n Z(P) 3 [W, N(W)] = (z) or O,(G) # 1. (3.3) 
Proof. Thus, .zp = {x, xz}, for all x E W - (a) and / P : C’,(W)/ = 4. 
Assume, [W, N(W)] # (a). Thus, N( W)/C(W) is not a 2-group. If 7 divides 
1 N(W) : C(W)/, then order considerations give that N(W)/C( W) e L,(2). 
However, this leads to the contradiction /[W, PI/ = 4. Thus, we must have 
j N(W) : C(W)] = 12. This forces wN(‘+‘) = W - (z). 
Claim. W 4 C(z). 
Proof. Lemma 2.2 gives that 1 W: W n O,(C(z))l < 2. Since wNfW) = 
W - (a) we see that N(W) < C(z) and also that W = wNtw) < O,(C(z)). a 
Lemma 2.9 shows that it suffices to now show that W Q C(w). Set C = C(w). 
An application of Alperin’s theorem in C shows that yc = (y, yz}. Lemma 2.5 
and Hypothesis I(i) give that either (y, z) 4 C (hence, W 4 C(w)) or L,, = 
(yC) P S, . Then, C(w) = C, x L, , where C, = C(L,,) n C(w). Thus, 
C(W) = G x (Y, 2). 
Claim. C, is an elementary 2-group. 
Proof. Assume not. Set K = @(C, mod 02(C,)) Q C(w). Also K = 
@(C(W) mod 02(C( W))) 4 N(W). Set N = N(O,(K)) and Q = O,(N) = 
F*(N). Since N(W) < N the argument of the previous claim yields that W < Q. 
Since C(w) < N we reach the contradiction that W < Q n C(w) < O,(C(w)). 1 
Thus, C(W) = C, x (y, a) < P and N(W) is solvable since j N(W) : 
C(W)] = 12. 
Claim. All 2-locals are solvable. 
Proof, Let Q be extremal in P (i.e. NP(Q) E Syl,(N(Q))). Also we may 
assume that Q = O&N(Q)) = F*(N(Q)). Thus, z E Z(P) < C,(Q) < Q. 
Hence, W ,( N(Q) as [W, Q] < [W, P] = (a) < Q. Lemma 2.11 completes 
the proof of the claim. 1 
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We may now invoke Lemma 2.10 to complete the proof of 3.3. 1 
[W, P] = (z) < W n Z(P) 3 (i) O,(G) # 1 or (ii) (wG) -L,(9)(a), 
where o is the involutionary field automorphism. (3.4) 
Proof. Let W n Z(P) = (y, a). Since (a) = [W, P] Q N(P) we must have 
(y, z) < Z(N(P)). Hence, y, a, and yz are mutually non-fused (in G even). 
The first part of the proof of 3.2 allows us to assume that N(W)/C(W) is not 
a 2-group. Since W# is not totally fused, we see that there is a 3-element 
x E N( W)jC( W) 5 L,(2). If zz = z, then the orbit of w under x is different 
from that of UX. Then, / z#cW) I >, 6 and we reach the contradiction that y 
is fused to yz. Hence, we must have z” f z. Replacing w by wy and/or y by yz 
and/or .Y by .x-l we may assume that X: w + wz - z, X: y - y. Set W, = 
(w, .z) Q N(lV). Let P n Q be any Sylow intersection containing Z(P). If 
W, < P n Q then N(P n Q) < N(W). Alperin’s theorem now yields that 
WI is weakly closed in P with respect to G. Corollary 2.6 may be applied to 
give that either O,(G) # 1 or F*(G) -L,(5), L,(7), L,(9), U,(4). Since G 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(F*(G)) and also satisfies Hypothesis I, 
inspection gives that (WC) E L,(9)(a), as required. 1 
Statements 3.2, 3.2, 3.4 treat all possibilities available when [W, P] = (z). 
Thus, we now assume that [W, P] = (y, a) has order 4 (recall z E Z(P)). 
x E W n Z(P) S- (i) W Q C(x) or (ii) w $ G’@(P). (3.5) 
Proof. Set C = C(z) and C = C/(x). Note that O(C) = 1 and apply 
Lemma 2.5 to v. Thus, either % 4 E and we are done or e = (w”) N S, 
(using Hypothesis I(i)). Let L be the full inverse image E. Thus, L N (z) x S, , 
P n L YY (z) x D, and (P n L)’ = (y) < Z(P). We next argue that zuG n P = 
zJ”fW) = lVp. Otherwise let P n Q be a Sylow intersection containing Z(P) 
and w and let g E N(P n Q) with wg r$ wp. Since W < P n Q we have wg E W 
and thus wg E (y, z} < Z(P). Thus, 1 wNtW) / 3 5. Since 5 { 168 = 1 L,(2)1 
and N(W)/C(W) ML,(2) we see that / wN(““) / > 6. However, this gives that 
two of y, a, yz are fused. Hence, all three are fused (in N(P) even). Thus, 
1 w.Nlw) / = 7 and we must also have / N(W) : C(W); = 168. This leads to 
1 W n Z(P); = 2 contradicting y E Z(P). Since w 4 Q(P) >, [W, P] a transfer 
argument gives w $ G’@(P). i 
Henceforth assume W Q C(z). 
Either (i) W <3 C(y) or (ii) w $ 02(G) (3.6) 
Proof. By 3.5 we may assume y 4 Z(P). Thus, P/C,(W) N D, . Set PI = 
C,(y) and P = P,(y), with y: y + yz. We may also assume that y is not 
fused to z. Thus, y is extremal in P. Set C = C(y) and C = C(y)/<y). Note 
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that O(C) = 1. Lemma 2.5 gives that either w 4 C and we are done or 
E, = (w”) ‘v S, . Let L, be the full inverse image of zy and C, = C,-(E,). 
Thus, C = Cg x L, , C, n L, = (y), and [C,, , L,] = (y), since [C,(y), w] = 
(y, z). Set H, = C,(L,). Thus, 1 C, : H, 1 = 2 and C(W) = H, x (w, zj. 
Note that ( N(W) : C(W)1 = 8 or 24 and N(W) < C(z) since y is not fused 
to z. Thus, y 4 N(W)‘. Since P/C,(W) ‘v D, we may assume that y? E C(W). 
Hence, y centralizes w or wy. We assume that y: w + w. 
Claim. z E C,(y)‘. 
Proof. LetP,=P,D,,withP,=PnC,qP,andD,=PnL,qP,. 
Note that [Py , D,] = (y) = P, n D, . Thus, D, # D,, Otherwise PI = 
P,D, = P,,,D, and pi = P,/<y> = rj, x DV = PU,, x DU leads to the con- 
tradiction that (yz) = [Puz , W] = (y). Since / D, : W / = 2 we see that 
1 DUD,, / = 32. Set PO = P, A Pvz (1 P and $ = P/P,, . Recall that [pi , l%‘l = 
p$ip= eAl = WL , and L?$,, _N D,D,, Q P. Thus, P,, N pV 2 
s- 1 YZ’ 
Case I. tj, abelian. 
Since y E PI’ we see that j E @(pi). Thus, pV is cyclic of order 4. Thus, 
pi = tVDV has order 32 and pi = DVayz = (&, x &‘,,)(rZ) and ti inverts 
e, x c,, . Thus, C(y) n DUD,, N D, and z E C,(y)‘. 
Case II. rj, non-abelian. 
Thus, pV E D, and pi = pV x pUz . Since B,D,, is a normal (in P) subgroup 
of pi of order 32 containing W we again get that C(y) n D,D,, E D, and 
z E C,(Y)‘. I 
Claim. y $ G’@(P). 
Proof. We already have y 4 Q(P) and y # N(W)‘. Lemma 2.12 allows us to 
assume that y is an involution, since (XX~ 1 x E W, .xg E P) < Q,(P). Also, 
choose y so that A = CP(y) is maximal. Let 6 be an extremal conjugate of y 
in P. Thus, 6 = y” and we may assume Ag < C,(S) E Syl,(C(S)). Let P n Q 
be a Sylow intersection containing A, and let x E N(P n Q). Note that 
z E (P n 8)‘. If (P n Q)’ < C(W) then zz E zNcW) = x and x E C(X) = N(W). 
The only other possibility has P = C(W)(P n Q). However, this forces 
W < P n Q since w E C,(y) = A < P n (2. Thus, x E N(W) in all cases. 
Hence, y* = y mod C(W). Alperin’s theorem shows that y is extremal in P 
and also that all extremal conjugates of y lie in the coset C(W)y. Since y $ P’ 
Lemma 2.13 gives that y $ G’. m 
Let G = G,(y) with 1 G : G, j = 2. Replacing G, P, W by GO, P n G,, , W 
we may apply 3.5 to see that w $ G,‘@(P n G,). Thus the proof of 3.6 is 
complete. 4 
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Henceforth, we assume that W 4 C(y). In view of Lemma 2.9 we also 
assume that wNcW) = wp = {w, wx, wy, wyz}. Since (y, z) <I N(W) an applica- 
tion of Alperin’s theorem (in C(w)) shows that W,, = (y, a) is weakly closed 
in C,(w) with respect to C(w). Lemma 2.5 gives that either W, <I C(w) or 
( Wzcw)) N_ S, . In the first case Lemma 2.9 completes the proof of the theorem. 
We thus assume L, = (WFcw) ) ‘u S, Thus, y $ O,(C(w)). Also y is not 
fused to z since this would lead to an element of order 3 in N(W)/C(W) taking 
y-+x-+yx. But this element would fix a point in w.“(~). Then we would 
have (y, z) < O,(C(x)), some x E wN(‘+‘) (a contradiction). Thus, y $2(P) and 
N(W)/C(W) N D, . Let C, = C(w) n C&J. Thus, C(w) = C, x L, and 
C(W) = c, x (y, x). 
Claim. C, is an elementary 2-group. 
Proof. Set K = @(C(W) mod 02(C(W))) 4 C(w). Assume K # 1. Hypoth- 
esis I(i) gives O,(K) # 1. Set N = N(O,(K)) and Q = O,(N). Since 
iW:WnQj<2 and N(W)<N we see that W,,=(y,z)<Q. This 
gives a contradiction since C(w) < N and W,, 4 O,(C(w)). 1 
Thus, C(W) = C,(W) is elementary and N(W) = P. We next limit the 
size of P even further. 
Claim. 1 C, 1 < 4. Thus, i P / < 27. 
Proof. Let O,(L,) = (z, 7). Thus, y: y -+ yz and y: w + w. Recall that 
P/C(W) E D, . Consideration of the action of P on wp shows that y $ a(P). 
Thus, let P = C(W)<y, 8) with 01~ E C(W) and a: y -+ y. Hence, Z(P) = 
C(W) n C(y) n C(a). Note that C(W) n C(y) = C, x (z) = Z(C,(w)). We 
next argue that C, n Z(P) = 1. Assume not and set Z = C, n Z(P). Let 
N = N(Z), and set Q = O,(N) = F*(N). Note that N(W) = P < N and 
C(w) < N. Lemma 2.2 gives / W : W n Q ! < 2. Hence, (y, z> < Q con- 
tradicting the fact that y $ O,(C(w)). 
Since Z(P) < Z(C,(w)) = C,, x (z) we see that Z(P) = (a). Consider 
the action of a on C(W) = C, x (y, z). Note that (y, z) < C(a). Since 
C, n C(a) < Z(P) we see that C(W) n C(a) = (y, z). Since dim(C(W) n 
C(a)) > + dim(C(W)) we obtain that ( C,, / < 4 as required. m 
Let P = C(W)+, ct) as above. 
Claim. We may assume that (Y is an involution. 
Proof. Assume not. Let C,(y) = C(W)(ct, /3). Thus, y: (Y + /3 (mod C(W)). 
Set P* = C(W){+, r). We have that G),(P) < P*. Since P = N(W), Lemma 
2.12 shows that LY $ G’@(P). Let G = G,,(a), with / G : G0 1 = 2 and P* = 
P n G,, . Note that [P*, w] = (a) and N(W) n G, = P* is solvable. As in 
the last claim of 3.3 we see that all 2-locals of G,, are solvable. Lemma 2.10 
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gives O,(G,,) # 1. Lemma 2.2 gives / W : W n O,(G)1 < 2. Since / z#cW) 1 = 4 
we see that (y, z) < O,(G). This is a contradiction, since (y, z) & O,(C(w)). 1 
Thus, (a, r) is a dihedral group of order 8 or 16. Set 6 = (a~)~. Note that 
S: y + y, 6: w + wx and 6s E C(W) n C(a) n C(y) = Z(P) = (z). Since 
+ yz and y: w ---, w we see that either Sy E C(y) or 6 E C(y). Hence, 
~‘E~C’~(~)‘. As in 3.6 we obtain that y 4 G’@(P). This is a contradiction since 
y E 0,(&J < L,‘. This final contradiction shows that we must have W u C(w) 
and Lemma 2.9 completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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